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A major recent event last week largely went unnoticed by both MSM and independent news
sources alike. The British are apparently jumping ship away from the US dollar/petrodollar in
an overt eﬀort to align itself more closely with the BRICS alliance as it seeks a new standard
international currency. For several years Russia, China, Brazil, India and South Africa (BRICS)
have been preparing the world for its transition from USD standard international currency to
its own alternative-in-the-making. America’s so called mother country England has seen the
writing on the wall and knows the global balance of power is rapidly tilting in favor of where
the sun always rises in the emerging East.
The European central banking cabal from the City of London, a separate and private political
and ﬁnancial entity apart from the rest of both London and England, sent British royalty
Prince William to China to quietly sign a deal to become a founding member of the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB). This surprising new development is a clear indication
that the royal Bank of England is placing its ﬁnancial bet and future on China and the East
as its rock solid anchor. Much of the world has been looking to move away from and
abandon the longtime global ﬁnancial stronghold of the US Federal Reserve, its World Bank
and US dollar standard. A US oﬃcial feebly chastised UK in the Financial Times:
We are wary about a trend toward constant accommodation of China, which is not the best
way to engage a rising power.
More consternation arose when Germany, France and Italy have additionally made overtures
in the same direction. This worldwide trend spells utter defeat for Obama and his disastrous
foreign policy. After Washington’s been exerting strong-armed pressure on Australia as its
key allied partner supporting its failing Asian pivot designed to check China’s growing
regional and global dominance in the Paciﬁc Asian market, Australia is now also looking to
follow suit accepting and embracing China’s lead.
According to international investor and entrepreneur Simon Black, the US is experiencing
major economic blowback after two plus decades of aggression as the only global
superpower:
… After years of endless wars, spying, debt, money printing, bailouts, and insane
regulations, the
rest of the world has had enough. And they’re looking for an alternative.
Enter the China led BRICS alliance and its New Development Bank and now China’s other
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investment bank entry AIIB. Simon takes liberty in his interpretation of Britain and Europe’s
bold rebellion after decades relegated to being a mere puppet of the US Empire:
Look, you have $18.1 trillion in oﬃcial debt, you have $42 trillion in unfunded liabilities, and
you’re kind of a dick. I’m dumping you.
Perhaps some Americans may feel a bit betrayed and unsettled by our longtime strongest
global allies one by one seemingly abandoning the US dollar and American Empire in its
reckoning time of need. If these geopolitical and economic trends are examined beyond
their face value though, the changes occurring now may reﬂect much more signiﬁcant,
deeper changes than a mere alteration of standard international currency (as impactful as
that will likely be for the US). These deep rooted fundamental changes have everything to
do with the major global shift now taking place where the West’s ruling power elite itself
is losing to the emerging global power rising in the East.
The latest act of bold economic deﬁance breaking rank with US Empire interests mirrors last
month’s bucking trend that Europe exercised when putting the skids on the US campaign for
sending heavy armaments to Ukraine and pushing for war against Russia. The fact is Europe
and especially Germany depend on natural gas from Russia and the US imposed sanctions
on Russia hurt Europe even more than Russia. That along with wanting to avoid war in their
own backyard has nations like Germany and France softening their hardline, US pushed antiRussian posturing.
Several weeks ago German and French leaders attended meetings in Mink, Belarus to
negotiate a peaceful way out of the escalating violence in Eastern Ukraine between the
government forces in Kiev and the ethnic Russian separatists seeking autonomy in the
Donetsk and Lugansk region. In the same way Netanyahu attempted to fan the war ﬂames
against Iran, the same day Germany and France were gathering in Minsk to meet with Putin
and Ukraine leaders, Secretary of State Kerry showed up in Kiev mouthing the same worn
out lie of “Russian aggression” in a transparent feeble attempt to sabotage the Minsk talks.
Again, the tie-in is the Israeli-US crime cabal constantly at work every chance they get
peddling and promoting more global violence, death and war.
For over a year now Washington’s war drums have been beating louder for NATO to join
forces with Ukraine, pressuring Europe to submit as it always has in going along with its
permanent war agenda, all the while falsely demonizing Russia’s President Putin with
outrageous propaganda lies and nonstop false ﬂags not unlike the WMD lies against Hussein
in 2002-3 Iraq. But in a rare gesture of independence, unwilling to start a war so close to
home against nuclear powered Russia that Europe relies heavily as a critical source for its
natural gas consumption, the powers of Europe are seeking a non-violent resolution to its
regional conﬂict that carries the devastating potential of triggering World War III.
Meanwhile, NATO Supreme Commander US Air Force General Philip Breedlove fashions
himself to be a Dr. Strangelove incarnate, making repeated bogus claims and lies of Russian
army presence inside Eastern Ukraine in a vain yet persistent attempt to foment war.
Having such a deluded and deceitful warmonger in charge of the NATO nuclear arsenal
poses a calamitous threat to the entire world. Yet his commander-in-chief Obama has
chosen not to relieve him of command. Instead German leaders have openly criticized
Breedlove and the European Union wants to replace NATO with its own continental army.
This very public geopolitical conﬂict over such widely diﬀering Western approaches toward
Ukraine seriously undermine American Empire’s global inﬂuence and power, again
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underscoring simultaneous developments around the world that indicate consistent across
the boards US foreign policy failures and from the broader context, a rapid US decline as the
sole global hegemonic superpower.
Putin advisor Sergei Glazyev nailed it when he said:
The war has been provoked to destroy the Russian World, to draw Europe into it, and to
surround Russia with hostile countries. Unleashing this world war, America is trying to deal
with its own internal problems.
Current economic turmoil reverberating in Japan is in large part due to the notorious
corruption of the Abe government that may soon have additional problems to contend with
once accusations over a fraudulent past elections get fully exposed. Abe has been a
subservient tool used by the same international crime syndicate controlled by subversive
Israeli-American forces. As such, Japan will also be moving away from the USD/West
geopolitics and very likely pivoting toward China and a Paciﬁc alliance that excludes the US
Empire ﬁnding itself increasingly isolated on the outs.
Though incumbent Prime Minister Netanyahu is the apparent winner in today’s Israeli
election, the despot had to claw and ﬁght for his political life to survive another day. Recent
revelations that he’s been a Russian spy surfaced right after his disgraceful debacle in front
of the Israeli captured US congressional audience on Capitol Hill two weeks ago and then
came the despicable treasonous display of 47 Republican senators threatening letter to Iran.
Bibi’s days of hate, war and paranoia are numbered as the ugly truth about his evildoing will
continue to unfold that will soon bring him down. Showing his true evil colors right to the
end, the day before the election Netanyahu once again reminded the world that
an autonomous Palestinian state will never come to pass while on his watch.
Within the last couple weeks other mysterious events suggesting some cataclysmic, behindthe-scenes development included the apparent disappearance of Vladimir Putin for 11
consecutive days, fueling speculation from an internal political coup to possible sickness
and/or death to witnessing the birth of his child at the bedside of his girlfriend in
Switzerland. Because so many monumental breaking stories and developments seem to
abound every week, Putin’s normally high proﬁle lifestyle would naturally generate even
higher proﬁle speculation over his abrupt, extended disappearance. Of course it begs the
question asking if it’s merely coincidental with these other earth-shaking events or very
much related.
For years the CIA and US Empire have been hard at work in nations from Eastern Europe
through the Caucasus to Central Asia all the way to China courting the favor of corrupt
dictators and supporting coups promoting anti-Russo-Sino US puppet governments along
the entire corridor bordering Russia and China. Despite such Obama’s plan after the 2008
Russian-Georgia conﬂict was to a reset relations with Russia. But with last year’s US-induced
Ukrainian coup and Russia’s annexation by consensual vote of Crimea that “reset” plan
went out the window. In 2011 Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan signed the economic alliance
of the Eurasian Union. Meanwhile, recognizing the strategic importance of the land bridge
between Europe, the Middle East and Asia, Putin has made inroads strengthening ties with
the three South Caucasus nations. Putin enticed Armenia to also join the Eurasian Union and
has mediated hostilities between Armenia and oil rich Azerbaijan while seeking to repair and
realign with Georgia that previously leaned toward the West. US Empire has largely failed to
gain a foothold in this part of the world.
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Other key geopolitical developments that have been ongoing for some time center in such
remote places as western China’s mineral and oil-rich Xinjiang Province. With the powerful
US Navy patrolling and to a great extent controlling Paciﬁc waters in conjunction with
Obama’s ﬂop of an Asian Paciﬁc pivot, the geopolitics chessboard strategy to hem the two
adversarial giants in with hostile neighbors has generally backﬁred. Furthermore, the US
was not prepared for Russia and China to suddenly renew an ultra-close economic, political
and military bond that would eﬀectively counter US Empire’s hegemonic aggression. They
promptly signed a $400 billion oil-gas pipeline deal that will span a landlocked pathway,
thereby foiling the US plan to seal oﬀ the China’s energy access via the Paciﬁc. Hence,
Moslem populated Xinjiang Province that is the proposed pipeline passage route has
become a highly contentious target where the West and CIA in particular have been funding
and supporting a separatist movement and acts of terrorism as a disruptive interdiction
tactic. Overall this covert strategy has failed.
The Western cabal controlled crime syndicate led by the likes of kingpin Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu ﬁnanced and supported by the likes of multibillionaire Sheldon
Adelson and the Saudi royal family along with congressional henchman and ISIS friend
Senator John McCain and the rest of his treasonous Republicans, the rogue US intelligence
agency the CIA and NATO’s General Breedlove are all bent on plunging the US Empire-NATO
forces into World War III on multiple warfronts at every global hotspot – Ukraine, Syria, Iran,
the Caucasus all the way eastward to China’s Xinjiang Province and northward to the oil-rich
Arctic against the forces of the two most powerful nations of the East – Russia and China. As
a desperate last ditch attempt to retain its many centuries of Rothschild-Rockefeller power
and dominance, these evil-minded, megalomaniacal psychopaths know that their hitherto
unchallenged global control and strength that have bankrupted and nearly destroyed the
planet is fast slipping away. So they seem all the more erratically resolute in seeking
revenge by taking the entire earth down with them.
The truth about the horror and destruction these Western oligarchs have conspired and
caused worldwide for centuries cannot even be fathomed. They have ensured a permanent
state of war (in the US alone 93% of its 239 years) right up to the present Bush crime familyneocon fabrication of the “war on terror,” then under Obama this last year alone wrongly
plunging America into another dangerous cold war with Putin’s Russia, and dozens of tragic
false ﬂag events like 9/11 designed to demonize Moslems into becoming the instantaneous
post-Communist designated enemy of the twenty-ﬁrst century with the US-Saudi-Israeli
creation of al Qaeda/ISIS. These dark malevolent forces of evil that have propagated so
much misery and suﬀering on humanity for so long are ﬁnally at last being exposed like
never before.
The Western oligarch agenda to inﬂict a globalized system of absolute totalitarian fascist
police state NWO control on every nation and people on earth trapped in hopeless debtor
bondage may just be running into a brick Eastern wall as clear losers in the ongoing
economic/currency war. Despite the constant jabbing of Putin and his Russian bear in vain
attempts to manipulate him to react with military force in eastern Ukraine and despite the
failed overt assault in the form of US Empire’s Asian pivot designed to close in and isolate
China from the rest of Paciﬁc Asia, ironically it’s the United States that ﬁnds itself
increasingly alone as the longtime global village bully that’s ﬁnally met its match about to
get its comeuppance. The smarter, economically stronger forces emerging from the East are
winning the power war potentially without even ﬁring a single shot against Western
oppressors. Hopefully peace will prevail and the international crime syndicate that has long
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controlled the West will be deposed of as the murderous traitors to both peace and
humankind.
As a necessary qualiﬁer, actual real life tends toward shades of gray far more than black
and white. Undoubtedly elements of corruption and evil lurk behind all the most powerful
nations in both the West and the East. But the forces of China and Russia appear to be
seeking a far more rational, humane and even peaceful resolution to the West-instigated
West vs. East geopolitical military showdown sinisterly orchestrated by the international
crime cabal’s global agenda of polarization, militarization, privatization and unsustainable,
insurmountable debt-driven feudalism based on pure theft, deception, exploitation,
impoverishment and pervasive planetary destruction.
Seeking to avoid the inevitable bloodbath that would result from world war and possible
nuclear annihilation of all life forms on earth, the East appears to be seeking to avert such
global disaster by ensuring that this ongoing war is won by successfully transitioning to an
international currency backed once again by the gold standard. The Western central
banking cabal consisting of the Bank of England and other European central banks,
America’s Federal Reserve Board, its World Bank and International Monetary Fund along
with the Israeli-US government crime cabal all stand to ultimately be stripped of their
absolute power that have the entire world drowning in debt, crushing destabilization and
impoverished despair. But now a light at the end of the tunnel at least is shining a little
brighter.
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